FFA Guide to International Transfer Certificates

GREEN FORM
International move of none of the player's biological parents

Exception - Article 19 par. 2a FIFA
Regulations
“The parents of the player moved for reasons
not linked to football”
1.

Both parents are still alive

A - The player resided with one parent and now moves to Australia to join the other parent holding
his/her custody
A(i) – the player's custody-holding parent resides in Australia due to employment
Documentation to be submitted:











Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
Employment contract of the player’s parent
Work permit of the player’s parent
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's parent
Proof of residence of the player's parent
Documentation corroborating that the player's parent moving to/residing in Australia holds custody
of the player

A(ii) – the player's custody-holding parent resides in Australia for another reason not linked to
football
Documentation to be submitted:










Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
Proof of birth of the player
Other documentation corroborating the reason invoked
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's parent
Proof of residence of the player's parent
Documentation corroborating that the player's parent moving to/residing in Australia holds custody
of the player
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A(iii) - the player's custody-holding parent always resided in Australia where the player is now
moving
Documentation to be submitted:










Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's parent
Proof of residence of the player's parent
Request for approval of first registration or international transfer
Documentation corroborating that the player's parent moving to/residing in Australia holds custody
of the player

 Statement of the new association explaining the specific circumstances (FFA to provide)

B – the player has always resided with his/her parent(s) in their home country or the player is returning
to his/her home country to live with his/her parent(s)
B(i) - the player was registered for a club abroad as an 'exchange student' and resided in that
country without his/her parent(s)
Documentation to be submitted:










Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player where player is a professional
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's parent(s)
Proof of residence of the player's parent(s)
Request for approval of first registration or international transfer
Statement of the new Association explaining the specific circumstances (FFA to provide)

C – Parental authority taken away from the player's parents and awarded to a third person (legal
guardian) by national authority
C(i) - the player follows his appointed legal guardian who moves to Australia due to employment
Documentation to be submitted:

 Documentation of academic education
 Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
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Employment contract of player's legal guardian
Work permit of player's legal guardian
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)

C(ii) - the player follows his appointed legal guardian who moves to Australia for another reason
not linked to football
Documentation to be submitted:










Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
Other documents corroborating the reason invoked
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)

C(iii) - the player joins his/her appointed legal guardian who already resides Australia
Documentation to be submitted:











Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player (where player is a professional)
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Request for approval of first registration or international transfer
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)
Statement of the new Association explaining the specific circumstances (FFA to provide)

2. Both player's parents are deceased:
A – Parental authority awarded to a third person (legal guardian) by national authority
A(i) - the player follows his appointed legal guardian that is moving to Australia for employment
Documentation to be submitted:
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Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player where player is a professional
Employment contract of the player's legal guardian
Work permit of the player's legal guardian
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Death certificate of the player's parent(s)
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)

A(ii) - the player follows his/her appointed legal guardian that is moving to Australia for another
reason not linked to football
Documentation to be submitted:











Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player where player is a professional
Other documents corroborating the reason invoked
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Death certificate of the player's parent(s)
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)

A(iii) - the player moves internationally to join his/her legal guardian who already resides in the new
country
Documentation to be submitted:
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Documentation of academic education
Employment contract and work permit of player where player is a professional
Proof of birth of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player
Proof of identity and nationality of the player's legal guardian
Proof of residence of the player's legal guardian
Request for approval of first registration or international transfer
Death certificate of the player's parent(s)
Proof of custody (parental or authorised third party)
Statement of the new Association explaining the specific circumstances (FFA to provide)
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